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Breast Implant Illnesses: What’s the Evidence?

More than 400,000 women and teenagers undergo breast implant augmentation surgeries every year, with 75% for augmentation of healthy breasts and 25% for reconstruction after mastectomy.\(^1\) The popularity of breast implants has risen dramatically in the last 20 years and has more than tripled since 1997.\(^2\) The increase in breast implant surgery, however, does not necessarily reflect a similarly dramatic increase in the number of women with breast implants. Many women who undergo surgery are replacing old implants that have broken or caused problems, and those replacements can occur every 10-15 years or more.

Debate swirls over the risks of breast implants, and physicians and patients are justifiably confused by the conflicting information available. As concerns about breast implant safety die down, new controversies arise. For example, in 2011, the FDA announced that breast implants might cause a rare type of lymphoma called ALCL, an international scandal revealed that tens of thousands of breast implants had been made with industrial silicone instead of medical grade silicone,\(^3,4\) and the FDA issued a report reassuring women that the high complication rate for breast implants was no higher than expected. FDA discussion of complications then and now focuses on breast pain or hardness (called capsular contracture), implant rupture, and cosmetic problems in the breast area. The FDA has repeatedly reassured the public that studies “do not show evidence that silicone gel-filled breast implants cause connective tissue disease or reproductive problems”\(^5\) and that “the FDA does not have evidence suggesting breast implants are associated with health conditions such as “chronic fatigue, cognitive issues and muscle pain.”\(^6\)

By 2018, there were more than 50,000 women reporting a range of symptoms they refer to as “breast implant illness” on two Facebook pages: *Breast Implant Illness and Healing* and *Breast Implant Victim Advocacy*. More than a dozen Administrators and patient advocates from these two Facebook pages met with FDA officials in September 2018 to discuss their health issues and to urge the FDA to do more to require the completion of large, long-term scientific studies and to better inform women of the health problems experienced by many women as a result of their breast implants.

Women Requesting Financial Help to Remove Implants

Since 2015, the National Center for Health Research has been contacted by more than 4,500 women who had breast implants that they wanted to remove because of rupture, breast pain, or medical symptoms that they believed to be related to their implants. Most of the women could not afford explant surgery, and asked for NCHR’s assistance in persuading their health insurance, Medicare, or Medicaid to cover the cost of implant removal without replacement. NCHR has a project to assist these women if they have insurance but have had difficulty getting coverage for explant surgery. Most health insurance policies will cover the cost of breast
Implant removal when it meets the policy’s criteria for medical necessity. In almost all cases, medical necessity is defined as a leaking silicone gel breast implant or severe capsular contracture that causes breast hardness and pain. We are not aware of any policies that will cover removal due to systemic illnesses caused by implants, such as those described by thousands of women with breast implants. However, in many cases women have systemic illness in addition to having capsular contracture and a leaking silicone gel implant.

In November 2018, the Center began a ground-breaking study of more than 300 of the women who were able to get their implants removed. The women were asked to list the most important reasons why they wanted to have their implants removed and not replaced. Our preliminary analysis indicates that fewer than one-third had ruptured implants, approximately one half had breast pain, and 84% cited an array of other health issues that can be categorized as autoimmune or connective tissue symptoms, rather than diagnosed diseases.

At the time that their implants were removed, approximately three out of five of the women had implants in their body for 10 years or more, and many had these symptoms for years. After having their implants removed, 89% of the women reported that their symptoms improved.

It is important to note that when implant manufacturers submitted studies to the FDA that were used as the basis of FDA approval, the companies stated that they intentionally excluded women with a history of autoimmune diseases. FDA required that patient booklets provided by implant manufacturers must warn about that; For example, Allergan’s booklet states: “Caution: Notify your doctor if you have any of the following conditions, as the risks of breast implant surgery may be higher: “Autoimmune Diseases (for example, lupus and scleroderma).”7 Unfortunately, patients report they are not given the booklets or the warning prior to surgery, the FDA does not include that warning on its website, and in our preliminary analysis, 6% of the women in our study reported that they had been diagnosed with an autoimmune disease prior to getting implants.

The goal of this report is to consider all the research evidence to determine what is known and not known about the risks of breast implants, scrutinizing the research that has been conducted. We will start with a summary of the role of the FDA and the less controversial issues regarding local complications from breast implants, and then focus on the most controversial issues: The strengths and weaknesses of the key studies that have been repeatedly quoted as evidence that breast implants do not cause autoimmune or connective tissue health problems. We will also use the information gathered in NCHR’s preliminary study of women with implant problems to help understand the conflicting evidence of published studies.

The Role of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

Breast implants were first sold in the 1960s, but the FDA did not have the authority to regulate medical devices until 1976. The 1976 law created three categories of medical devices based on risk, with Class III defined as high risk. Breast implants were “grandfathered” onto the market, but by the late 1970’s, many doctors and scientists had expressed concerns about their safety.8 In
1978, an FDA Advisory Panel proposed that breast implants be categorized as moderate-risk Class II devices, which would not require any clinical trials proving safety or effectiveness for new implants to go on the market. The FDA instead proposed a Class III designation in 1982, and in 1983 the FDA Advisory Panel unanimously agreed. In 1988, the FDA Advisory Panel met again and an FDA official, Dr. Nirmal Mishra, listed the possible risks of breast implants that needed to be studied, including:

➢ Capsular contracture (the painful tightening of the scar tissue around the implant)

➢ Breakage

➢ Micro-leakage (sweating or bleeding of silicone outside the shell)

➢ Silicone leakage to the lymphatic system

➢ Interference with the accuracy of mammography

➢ Immune disorders

➢ Cancer

Thirty years later, these are still the issues of greatest concern, and the incidence of these complications as implants age is still unknown.

By 1990, almost one million women had breast implants, even though there were no published clinical trials about their safety and the FDA had never approved them. The FDA oversight committee in the House of Representatives, under the Chairmanship of Rep. Ted Weiss, held a hearing in December of 1990, pointing out that the only studies implant makers had submitted to the FDA were silicone injections in rats and rabbits, and that the agency had ignored that law requiring them to promulgate a rule requiring that human clinical trial data be submitted by the breast implant companies to the FDA if the wanted to keep selling their implants. Scientists testified about their research indicating substantial safety concerns, and patients testified for and against implants, depending on their personal experiences.

In response to Congressional pressure and negative media coverage, the FDA finally required the manufacturers of silicone gel breast implants to submit safety studies in 1991. Studies of saline breast implants were not required at that time. Unfortunately, the studies of silicone gel implants that were submitted to the FDA were poorly designed and conducted; for example, in the McGhan study, two out of three patients were followed for less than three months after their surgery, and there were only three breast cancer reconstruction patients.

Early in 1992, internal memoranda dating from 1960-1987 from Dow Corning, the major breast implant manufacturer at that time, were publicly released. The documents were widely reported in the media, with quotable quotes such as a marketing representative telling physicians “with fingers crossed” that safety studies were underway. Several memoranda complained that new
breast implants were “greasy,” indicating the micro-leakage of intact implants that the FDA had been concerned about years earlier. Given the poor quality of the studies submitted to the FDA and the controversy about the internal documents, it is not surprising that silicone gel breast implants were not approved at that time.

Nevertheless, the FDA made sure that breast implants could still be sold in the U.S., by issuing a compassionate need exemption policy on October 23, 1992. This policy restricted silicone gel implants in the U.S. to women willing to participate in studies, including a large “Adjunct Study” for reconstruction patients and for women who wanted to replace broken implants (called “revision” patients). Approximately 1,000 women, including first-time augmentation, reconstruction, and implant replacement patients participated in each company’s “Core Study.” It is important to note that the companies defined reconstruction patients to include many women who were not mastectomy patients. Women were also “reconstructed” to correct “deformities” such as droopy breasts (not uncommon after women have breastfed a child) and “severe” asymmetry; deformities were subjectively defined by the plastic surgeons.

Implant manufacturers could have collected and published extensive safety data from these studies. Instead, major shortcomings were reported; for example, many patients reported that their physicians encouraged them to enroll in the Adjunct study as a way to qualify for silicone gel implants, explaining that they could drop out immediately after surgery. That anecdotal claim is supported by the large proportion of participants who dropped out between enrollment and the first follow-up, and even more after that: only 27% of Inamed’s reconstruction patients and 20% of their revision patients were followed for three years, as were 18% of Mentor’s revision patients and 19% of their reconstruction patients. The problem when so many patients drop out of studies is that it is impossible to know if the ones that dropped out have better or worse experiences than those in the study. As a result of losing data from approximately three-quarters of the women before the study was completed, these Adjunct “studies” did not provide meaningful safety information.

After that same 2003 Advisory Panel meeting, the FDA considered the scientific data that had been provided and decided not to approve Inamed silicone gel breast implants in January 2004. At the same time, the FDA issued a new guidance specifying the type of research that manufacturers would need to submit to obtain approval of any breast implants in the future. A major focus of the guidance document was the need to determine why breast implants break, how long they last, and the health consequences of broken and leaking implants.

In 2005, the FDA held another Advisory Panel meeting to consider new research on silicone breast implants that had been submitted by two companies, Inamed (now called Allergan) and Mentor (now a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson). Their studies only followed women for three years, which was not responsive to the FDA guidance asking that they determine how long implants last or the health consequences of leaking or broken implants.

Meanwhile, controversies regarding implant safety continued. In late 2005, the FDA Office of Criminal Investigation started an investigation of Mentor, interviewing former Mentor employee about the sale of defective implants by the company. One employee admitted that executives
ordered him to destroy documents related to a high rupture rate of Mentor implants and admitted that some implants were contaminated with fleas.\textsuperscript{12}

Despite the short-term studies and the investigation of Mentor, in November 2006 the FDA approved silicone gel breast implants by Mentor and Inamed (now Allergan) as “reasonably safe” for women who are 22 or older. This was the first time that FDA had approved silicone gel implants, and because of serious concerns about safety, the FDA required each of the two implant makers continue their 2-3-year studies for a total of 10 years each, and also start new studies of at least 40,000 women with breast implants for 10 years, in order to prove long-term safety.\textsuperscript{13} The purpose of these larger, long-term trials was specifically to determine if there was a statistically significant risk of connective tissue or autoimmune diseases.

The required studies were an acknowledgement that previous studies had been too small or too short-term to determine if implants caused these systemic diseases, as well as to determine the long-term risk of documented problems such as implant breakage and breast pain. With few exceptions, almost all the published data were studies funded by implant companies, plastic surgeons, or silicone manufacturer Dow Corning. Although the required studies would still be funded by and conducted by the implant companies, the FDA had input into the scientific design of the studies to address the short-comings of previous research.

The required studies were conducted, but 5 years after silicone gel implants were approved, neither the companies nor the FDA had made any of the results publicly available. Requests from the National Center for Health Research to make the data public received no response. At that point, Congresswoman Rosa DeLauro (D-CT), who chaired the FDA Appropriations committee in the House of Representatives, requested that FDA hold a public meeting,\textsuperscript{14} and the FDA did so in August 2011. The data were provided on the FDA web site in June 2011 and discussed at the August meeting.\textsuperscript{13} In addition to invited presentations by the implant companies and FDA officials, several hours were set aside for public comments.

The data in the FDA’s June 2011 report and as presented at the public meeting made it clear that most women enrolled in the required 10-year studies had dropped out within just the first few years. More than three-quarters of Mentor’s 40,000 patients had dropped out, and at the meeting it was mentioned that Mentor had provided no stipend or other incentive for the patients to complete the very lengthy annual surveys describing their health issues. In contrast, Allergan had paid women $20 each to complete very similar questionnaires. Moreover, several women testified at the hearing that they were thrown out of the implant studies when they reported serious health problems from their breast implants or decided to have their implants removed.\textsuperscript{15} It was impossible to determine how often that happened, but it raised questions about the accuracy of the data provided by the companies, as well as the possible reasons why so many women “dropped out” of the studies. Nevertheless, the FDA did not question the integrity of the data and maintained in their report that silicone implants were safe and effective.\textsuperscript{13}

FDA states on its website that the 10-year studies of 40,000 women that FDA required of each of the two implant companies were never completed.\textsuperscript{16} FDA reports that their Advisory Panel that met in 2011 recommended that the 10-year studies be replaced by a systematic literature review as well as re-designed studies that “have more efficient methodologies to assess rare
complications.” On its website, FDA explains that “In response, FDA entered into collaboration with the American Society of Plastic Surgeons (ASPS), the Plastic Surgeons Foundation (PSF), breast implant manufacturers and patient advocate groups, to establish the National Breast Implant Registry (NBIR) and the PROFILE Registry (established to collect data on potential cases of breast-implant associated anaplastic large cell lymphoma (BIA-ALCL)). Tufts University was tasked with conducting a systematic literature review to look at rare endpoints (listed below) and silicone gel-filled breast implants. Despite the FDA’s description of the panel’s recommendation to replace post-market studies with a research review, the FDA’s own summary of the meeting is completely different, focusing on the need for clinical trials and registries to answer important safety questions.\(^{17}\)

Our analysis of the Tufts review is on page 15 of this report. It is important to note that although the FDA claimed they would include “patient advocacy groups,” none of the patient advocacy groups that were most involved in the FDA’s breast implant hearings were invited to participate in the registries or the Advisory Board of the Tufts Systematic literature review. In addition to being funded by implant manufacturer through a grant to the Plastic Surgeons Foundation, the Advisory Board was comprised primarily by plastic surgeons and industry representatives and its only “patient advocate” was head of an organization that had received funding from implant manufacturers.

**Breast Implant Design Innovations**

One of the difficulties of studying breast implants is that the implants have changed over time. The 50+-year history of silicone breast implants is a history of trying to reduce complications, especially common problems such as implant rupture or breast hardness and pain caused by capsular contracture. Although breast implants were not studied in clinical trials for the first 30 years that they were used, companies introduced design modifications that were intended to make implants safer but were later be found to be ineffective at fixing problems and caused new ones. For example, since the mid-1960s, implant modifications have included adding a Dacron patch to fix the implant in place; removing the Dacron patch; changing the thick gel to a thinner gel; changing the thinner gel to a thicker, more cohesive gel; making the silicone shell textured, covering the shell with polyurethane foam; removing the foam when it was found to break down to a carcinogen; making the shell smooth; changing the shape of the implants; and reducing “silicone bleed.” Rather than being studied in clinical trials, women paid for surgery with these different types of implants. A Congressional report summarizing these changes referred to the patients as “guinea pigs.”\(^{8}\)

When research was finally conducted and showed problems, companies could claim that the newly designed implants were safer. For example, women were told that the new breast implants approved by the FDA in 2006 were improved but Inamed’s Senior Director of Regulatory and Clinical Affairs testified to the FDA in 2003 that the implants on the market at that time, which were included in the studies “is basically the same product it was 10 years ago…it is essentially the same product.\(^{9}\)
In addition to changes they made to silicone gel breast implants, implant makers sold implants that replaced silicone gel with other products. Implants made with a silicone elastomer envelope that is filled with saline (salt water), have been available for decades, but were not approved by the FDA until 2000. The companies had conducted 3-year studies of local complications such as pain, infection, hardening, and the need for additional surgery. They did not study other health problems.

In addition to saline, three other kinds of implants were made available in the 1990’s, primarily outside the United States: Trilucent implants (with soybean oil filler), and Novagold and PIP hydrogel implants, which were filled with a plastic gel. Although never approved as safe in the U.S., these implants were vigorously promoted by plastic surgeons and the media as a “natural” and safer alternative to silicone or saline implants. Clinical trials, however, were apparently never conducted on humans with these implants, and all were removed from the market in 2000 due to safety concerns. Their removal from the market serves as a reminder that the long-term risks of implants are not always obvious during the first few years of use.

In 2012, FDA approved silicone gel implants made by a third company, Silimed, without a public meeting to review the much more cohesive implants made by Silimed. This was the first “gummy bear” silicone gel implant, the nickname given because the gel has a rubbery consistency like gummy bear candies. The goal of using such cohesive gel is to prevent leakage if the implant breaks. However, the metals and chemicals that are used to make it are different from other silicone and the long-term risks are unknown. This very different implant should have been publicly scrutinized at an FDA Advisory Panel meeting, but it was not.

FDA has approved specific models of silicone or saline breast implants made by Inamed, Mentor, Silimed (also called Sientra), and Ideal Implant. Implants made by several other companies, such as those made by the French company PIP, have been sold in other countries but have not been available in the U.S. for over a decade. PIP silicone implants were taken off the market in Europe in 2011 because they tended to rupture sooner than other implants and because testing revealed that the silicone was not intended for use in the human body but rather was intended for use in mattresses. Public outrage and concern was so strong in several countries, such as France, the United Kingdom, Bolivia, and Venezuela, that their governments agreed to pay for implant removal surgery for all PIP implant patients, including cosmetic patients.

**Frequency of Local Complications**

Everyone agrees that breast implant surgery has risks. The risks associated with any type of surgery include infection, hematoma (blood or tissue fluid collecting around an implant), and the risks associated with anesthesia.

Everyone also agrees that breast implants can cause “local complications” in the breast area. The only controversy is how often these problems happen, due to the absence of long-term studies. These are the most common local complications.
**Breast Pain and Capsular Contracture:** All implants are “foreign bodies.” A woman’s body reacts to the introduction of this foreign object by forming a capsule of scar tissue around the implants. When this capsule becomes tight or hard—a common problem—it is called capsular contracture. Capsular contracture can cause the breasts to become very hard or misshapen and can cause mild discomfort or severe, chronic pain. Research submitted in support of Inamed’s 2003 application to the FDA, for example, reported severe capsular contracture occurring in 16% of reconstruction patients and 8% of augmentation patients within 3 years.9

Comparing Inamed data on saline breast implants and silicone gel breast implants shows many of the same types of complications; however, complication rates from silicone gel implants tend to be higher. For example, 46% of silicone gel reconstruction patients and 21% of saline reconstruction patients underwent at least one additional operation within three years, 25% of silicone patients and 8% of saline patients had implants removed, and 6% of silicone patients and 16% of saline patients had breast pain. 3-year data of Mentor and Inamed analyzed by the FDA in 2000. Complications were lower but still substantial for augmentation patients;7,9

A study of Danish women who had breast implants for an average of 19 years found that women with implants were almost three times as likely to report breast pain compared to breast reduction patients.25 In addition, two-thirds of the women with implants reported moderate or severe breast hardness.

There are other well-documented complications that affect the breasts that can result from breast implants. For example, some women lose sensitivity in their nipples, and others become overly sensitive. These problems can interfere with sexual intimacy. The cosmetic outcome is also sometimes disappointing, with breasts looking or feeling unnatural or asymmetrical.

**Rupture:** All breast implants will eventually break. When silicone gel breast implants break, there are often no symptoms, so accurate estimates of rupture rates depend on magnetic resonance imaging (MRIs). While most breakage occurs as the implants age, Inamed’s study of their silicone gel implants found that 1-6% break within three years.26 In a study conducted by researchers at the FDA, most women had at least one broken implant within 10 years, and the likelihood of rupture increased over time.27 The women in the FDA study had not had their implants removed, did not know that their implants were broken, and were not seeking help because of implant concerns. Despite the fact that these women were “satisfied customers” rather than women seeking medical care, MRIs found that silicone had migrated outside of the breast capsule for 21% of the women in the study. Most of the women were unaware that this had happened. A Danish study reported that most silicone gel implants lasted for ten years; however, by the time the women in that study had implants for 15 years or more, a substantial percentage of the implants broke every year.28

**Leakage:** Numerous studies have shown silicone leaked into the scar capsules surrounding breast implants, even for implants that were not ruptured. More worrisome, researchers at Case Western Reserve and the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology reported finding silicone in the lymph nodes of women with breast implants, which can then migrate to other organs.29,30 Case studies have confirmed that silicone can migrate to the lymph nodes.31,32 Silicone in the lymph nodes can only be removed by removing the lymph nodes. Silicone in organs such as the lungs,
liver, and brain cannot be removed. The health risks associated with migrated silicone gel are unknown. However, case reports have indicated fatalities and serious health risks when liquid silicone injected in the breasts migrated to the lungs or other organs. Although silicone implants are filled with gel rather than the liquid form of silicone, the implants sometimes leak a silicone liquid or thin gel.

**Mammography:** Breast implants interfere with the detection of breast cancer because implants can obscure the mammography image of a tumor. Implants therefore have the potential to delay the diagnosis of breast cancer. Although special techniques are designed to minimize the interference of the implants, research indicates that 55% of breast tumors may still be obscured, compared to 33% obscured in women without implants in the same study. Mammograms tend to be less accurate if the woman has capsular contracture. In addition, women with implants may be reluctant to undergo mammograms because of fear of rupture, and a study by FDA scientists indicates that silicone or saline implants sometimes rupture when women undergo mammograms. The alternative, undergoing a regular breast coil MRI to check for cancer, is prohibitively expensive for many women at $2,000 each time.

Although there is no research evidence that implants cause breast cancer, a delay in diagnosis could have serious health implications and decrease women’s options for breast-conserving surgery. Such delays have been reported by patients but not in studies. Although breast cancer rates tend to be lower in women with breast implants, that is thought to be related to the lower BMI and smaller breasts typical of women who undergo augmentation.

**Breastfeeding:** Women who have had any kind of breast surgery, including breast implant surgery, are up to three times more likely to have an inadequate milk supply for breastfeeding. Concerns about the chemicals from the implants passing to infants through breastfeeding have also been raised, with conflicting evidence and insufficient research information available to make a determination on this risk.

**Cancers, Lymphoma, and Lung Disease**

In January 2011, the FDA announced that women with breast implants seem to be more likely to develop ALCL (anaplastic large cell lymphoma), a rare cancer of the immune system. This apparent link was confirmed, and the WHO and NCCAN both recognized “Breast Implant Associated ALCL (BIA-ALCL) in 2016. The risk of developing ALCL is very low, but much higher in women with implants than it is in the general population. For women with implants, ALCL has been found in fluid surrounding the implant and in the scar capsule; ALCL is not usual in the breast area for women who do not have breast implants. There is evidence that ALCL is more likely in implants with textured surfaces than with smooth surfaces. The FDA is now requesting that physicians report cases of ALCL in women with breast implants to determine how great the risk is compared to women without implants and to talk with patients about the benefits and risks of textured-surface vs. smooth-surface implants.
Although not announced to the public until 2011, there were published case studies of BIA-ALCL as early as 2008, and plastic surgeons were discussing their concerns about it with each other but not with patients. Why did it take more than 50 years to confirm this link to cancer? Implant manufacturers and plastic surgeons continued to state that breast implants did not cause cancer even after they suspected that implants could cause ALCL.

There is clear evidence that ALCL can develop within a few years of a woman getting breast implants; however, most cancers take many years to develop after an exposure. A study by scientists from the NCI found that women with breast implants were more likely to die from brain cancer, lung cancer, and other respiratory diseases, compared with other plastic surgery patients. 37 The NCI study compared augmentation patients to other plastic surgery patients, who were very similar in socio-economic status, health status, and health habits (including smoking). All the women in the study who had implants had them for at least 12 years. Although this is not a long enough follow-up period for a conclusive cancer study, it is considerably longer than most other implant studies, and it has an appropriate comparison group of other plastic surgery patients.

A second NCI study found a 21% overall increased risk of cancer for women with implants, compared with women of the same age in the general population. 38 The increase was primarily due to an increase in brain cancer, respiratory tract cancers, cervical cancer, and vulva cancer. Swedish and Danish studies also found a significantly increased risk of lung cancer among augmentation patients, but those studies did not control for smoking. 39,40

The Main Controversy: Autoimmune, Connective Tissue Disease, and Breast Implant Illness

The greatest controversy regarding the risks of breast implants concerns the question of whether they increase the risk of autoimmune disease and connective tissue disease. This issue has gained more recent attention now that it is clear that implants can cause ALCL, a cancer of the immune system. If implants can cause cancer of the immune system, does that mean implants can cause other immune disorders?

As noted earlier in this report, more than 50,000 women have joined two Facebook groups of women who say their breast implants cause symptoms that they refer to as “breast implant illness.” Doctors classify many of the symptoms they are reporting as connective tissue or autoimmune symptoms, but in many cases the women are not diagnosed with a specific autoimmune or connective tissue disorder (CTD).

Nevertheless, plastic surgeons and implant manufacturers have consistently claimed that there is “no evidence” that breast implants cause autoimmune or connective tissue problems. Our scientific scrutiny of the research has determined that these claims of “no evidence” are inaccurate. The remainder of this report will examine the evidence that is quoted by implant
manufacturers and plastic surgeons, as well as the studies and results that they have often ignored.

We will start with a review of a few of the studies that indicate that breast implants are associated with autoimmune or connective tissue symptoms, whether or not they are associated with classic disease diagnoses such as Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA), scleroderma, Sjögren’s Syndrome, and other specific diseases. We will not perform a traditional systematic review of the literature or a meta-analysis, because such efforts too often focus on important standards such as controlled clinical trials while ignoring the even more important flaws that are unique to the issues under investigation. For example, a study that relies on hospitalization records as a way to diagnose autoimmune disease is not appropriately designed to analyze the health effects of breast implants, especially not for women who had those breast implants for a short period of time. Instead our report will scrutinize what the previous systematic reviews and meta-analyses have failed to consider, by examining the extent to which the individual studies included in previous analyses are or are not adequate to determine the systemic, long-term symptoms and conditions caused by breast implants.

A large retrospective study published by Watad et al in 2018 reported a statistically significant 22% increase in several autoimmune or rheumatic disorders, although the prevalence of Sjögren’s syndrome, MS, and sarcoidosis each increased by at least 60%. That analysis was based on almost 11,500 Israeli women with breast implants confirmed by medical records and almost 46,000 matched women who had no breast implants. The analyses of diseases were based on diagnoses made after the women got breast implants that were included in medical records during a period up to 20 years.41

Another large study published concluded that “silicone implants are associated with an increased risk of certain rare harms” and that further study is needed “to inform patient and surgeon decision-making.”42 The study is described as an analysis of almost 100,000 women with Mentor or Allergan silicone gel breast implants, but 80% of approximately 50,000 Mentor patients dropped out before their self-reported questionnaire data were collected 7 years after getting implants. Allergan’s data were based on physicians’ diagnoses of 60% of their patients two years after their implant surgery.

Despite these shortcoming, it is important to note that the researchers reported that the risks of certain autoimmune diseases increased significantly for women with implants; for example, there was an 800% increase in Sjogren syndrome, 700% increase in scleroderma, and 600% increase in arthritis among women with Mentor breast implants compared to the general population of women of the same age and demographics. Allergan patients had double the rates of many of the same diseases, but there were fewer diagnoses since they were based on physicians’ diagnoses after only 2 years.

These two large studies documenting a link between breast implants and autoimmune or connective tissue diseases confirms what older, much smaller studies also reported. For example, a study conducted by FDA scientists during the 1990’s found a statistically significant link between breast implants and fibromyalgia, as well as several connective tissue diseases.43 The study included women who had silicone breast implants for at least six years and found that
women with leaking silicone implants were significantly more likely to report a diagnosis of painful and debilitating diseases such as fibromyalgia, dermatomyositis, polymyositis, Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, mixed connective tissue disease, pulmonary fibrosis, eosinophilic fasciitis, and polymyalgia. The risk of fibromyalgia remained even after controlling for patient’s age, implant age, and implant manufacturer. Extracapsular leakage was evaluated in the study using an MRI.

Around that same time, scientists at the National Cancer Institute (NCI) found a statistically significant increase in reported connective tissue diseases among breast augmentation patients; the women in their study had implants for at least seven years. They also found that many of the women made errors in their self-reported diagnoses. For example, many women who reported having rheumatoid arthritis actually had osteoarthritis according to their medical records. The findings suggest that there are increased symptoms among women with breast implants, but it is not clear if there is an increase in specific diagnoses. Although the researchers concluded that the associations between breast implants and arthritis, scleroderma, Sjögren’s syndrome, and other connective tissue diseases need further study, they did not consider an alternative hypothesis: perhaps implants cause symptoms that do not precisely fit the criteria of these diseases.

As noted in the study conducted by the National Center for Health Research (pg. 2), the reasons why women decide to have their implants surgically removed and not replaced is often due to symptoms of autoimmune and CTDs, rather than diagnoses. The women and their doctors often report a constellation of symptoms that do not fit the exact criteria of known diseases. A major weakness of most breast implant studies funded by implant manufacturers and plastic surgeons is that they only evaluated diagnosed diseases rather than symptoms. This shortcoming is exacerbated when the studies include women who have had breast implants for relatively short periods of time, since the women’s symptoms are likely to be apparent for years before a diagnosis is made.

Fortunately, as part of the applications submitted to the FDA by Mentor and Allergan for approval for their silicone gel implants in 2005, they submitted data comparing the signs and symptoms of connective tissue diseases before and two years after patients got breast implants. The companies reported that these signs and symptoms increased significantly over those two years, although they blamed the changes on age.

Nevertheless, scientists who wrote the official FDA Summary for Inamed/Allergan patients stated that there was evidence in the research literature that implants were associated with an increase in some connective tissues diseases and that in Inamed’s own data, “the increases in the following CTD categories occurred despite age”: general issues, muscle weakness, joint pain, and skin symptoms.

For Mentor implants, the FDA reported statistically significant increases in fatigue, exhaustion, joint swelling, frequent muscle cramps, joint pain, and fibromyalgia among augmentation patients, which the FDA concluded were not due to age.
In the one other study comparing symptoms before and after women had their breast implants removed, Aziz et al examined 95 women who had silicone gel-filled breast implants and diagnosed rheumatologic symptoms. These researchers found that the symptoms improved in 42 (97%) of the 43 women who had their breast implants removed and not replaced. In contrast, rheumatologic symptoms worsened in 50 (96%) of the 52 women who did not have their implants removed.

A study by Brieting et al stands out because it reported statistically significant increases in connective-tissue and autoimmune problems for women with breast implants and yet concluded that exposure to breast implants “does not appear to be associated with” autoimmune “symptoms or diseases.” This study of Danish women who had breast implants for an average of 19 years found that they were significantly more likely to report fatigue, Raynaud-like symptoms (white fingers and toes when exposed to cold), memory loss, and other cognitive symptoms than women of the same age in the general population. Ten percent of the women with implants had already had their implants removed and not replaced, which might have reduced these symptoms for those women in the study. Despite stating that women with implants were between two and three times more likely to report those symptoms, the researchers concluded that there was no apparent link between breast implants and these “symptoms or diseases.” In addition, the women with breast implants were at least six times as likely as likely to be taking antidepressants as breast reduction patients and at least four times as likely as women in the general population. The increase in antidepressants and sedatives were even higher for women who had their implants replaced at least once. As we will note later, that inaccurate conclusion is often quoted, whereas the results are not. The authors of this study include the director of the International Epidemiology Institute, which was funded by silicone manufacturer Dow Corning.

Depression is not usually included in the studies of breast implants and autoimmune diseases, most of which focus on connective tissue diseases (many of which are also autoimmune diseases. For that reason, we did not focus on data on depression in this report. However, studies conducted in numerous countries consistently indicate an increase in suicides among women with breast implants, and depression should be studied in future research.

In addition to the examples above, it is important to note that former FDA researchers have reported that silicone stimulates an immune response, and their cellular analyses indicate that these responses are associated with atypical forms of connective tissue disease.

**Does Research Prove that Breast Implants Don’t Cause These Diseases?**

How is it that despite these and other studies indicating significant increases in autoimmune or CTD diseases or symptoms among women with implants, the research reviews conducted by the FDA and others instead claim there is not such evidence? There are numerous reasons, but one is that the research reviews tend to rely on early studies of women who had implants for a relatively short time, ranging from a few months to a few years.
These flawed studies comprised most of the studies evaluated in two influential reports: 1) A report by the Institute of Medicine (IOM) and 2) A meta-analysis published in the *New England Journal of Medicine* that was based on an analysis prepared for Judge Pointer’s National Science Panel.48,49 These reports are based on overlapping 17-20 studies that were published prior to 1999, most of which were funded by Dow Corning at a time when the company was being sued by patients harmed by breast implants. Since many connective tissue and autoimmune diseases are relatively rare and most take many years to develop and be diagnosed, these small, short-term studies were not appropriately designed to answer questions about long-term breast implant safety. Most notably, the largest study

Their major flaws are as follows:

- The case-control studies relied on women accurately telling a stranger whether they had breast implants, and most included very few women who admitted to having breast implants. The accuracy of their responses was not verified.
- The studies include substantial numbers of women who had implants for just a few months or years. Very few of the studies included women who had implants for an average of 8 years or more, and some included few if any women who had implants for that long. Compared to the women in the current study of the National Center for Health Research (page 1), these women were exposed to implants for a much shorter period of time. As a result, these studies could not conclusively evaluate the long-term increased risk of disease.
- Almost all the studies relied on disease diagnoses rather than symptoms. The diagnoses were based on hospital records or self-report, not medical exams. Several studies had an even greater flaw: Disease diagnosis was based on hospital records rather than medical diagnoses. Most women with autoimmune symptoms or diseases are not treated in hospitals.

For example, among the studies reviewed by the IOM, only one study, by Schusterman et al, included a diagnosis based on a previously recorded medical exam, and all the women in that study had implants for less than two years — too short a time to meaningfully evaluate disease risk. In addition, several European studies (Friis et al; Nyren et al) that found an increased risk of CTDs among women with breast implants inaccurately concluded that they had not found such an increase.50,51 Their misleading conclusions were based on comparing CTD diagnosis among breast augmentation patients to breast reduction patients, which did not differ significantly. However, the articles clearly stated that both breast surgery groups had a higher proportion of women with these diseases than expected based on the general population of women of that age. Therefore, the interpretation of “no increased risk” was inaccurate, since both types of breast surgery patients were apparently more likely to develop CTDs. Although the increase might have been due to the surgery rather than the breast implants per se, what is important to patients is that breast implant surgery significantly increases their chances of developing those diseases.

In summary, the claim that there is “no evidence” of a link between breast implants and CTDs or autoimmune health issues diseases is not accurate. Research results regarding these symptoms and diagnoses are inconsistent for a variety of reasons that we will scrutinize below. Self-reports
tend to show significant increases in health risks, whereas studies that rely on diagnoses in medical records and hospitalization are less likely to show significant increased risks. In industry-funded studies, even when studies indicate an increase in symptoms or diseases among women with implants, the authors sometimes conclude that there is no evidence of increased health problems.

To fully explore this controversy, we will examine the history of research on breast implants: Who conducted it, who paid for it, who publicized the results, and how that information influenced physicians, patients, and the public.

As noted earlier in this report, breast implants were sold starting in the 1960’s, but there were no published scientific studies until after Congressional hearings received widespread media coverage in 1990 and 1991. The studies that were conducted in the 1990’s were almost entirely funded by Dow Corning, conducted by a core group of researchers at the International Epidemiology Institute, which received substantial funding from Dow Corning and other industry groups that needed research evidence to defend their products. The Dow-funded studies were used by Dow to defend the company from liability from their silicone implants and the silicone they sell to other companies.

We will now review the studies used as the basis of 3 key reports: The IOM report and New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) meta-analysis mentioned above, and a report by Tufts Center for Clinical Evidence Synthesis that the FDA has cited as evidence that post-market clinical trials are not needed to study the impact of implants on autoimmune or connective tissue diseases.

The studies cited in the IOM and NEJM reports overlap almost completely: 15 of the 17 studies cited by IOM comprise 75% of the 20 cited in the meta-analysis. The 390-page Tufts review funded by implant manufacturers that was published 16 years later includes 114 research citations on a wide range of diseases, not just CTDs and autoimmune diseases. However, they do not go into any depth on those 114 studies. For that reason, our analysis will focus on the article the Tufts authors published in medical journal based on the same report but focused on the studies that the authors consider most scientifically sound. That published article focused on 32 studies of a wide range of diseases; 9 of the 22 studies of CTD and autoimmune diseases that were the focus of the Tufts article were included in the IOM and/or NEJM meta-analysis. All 3 reports concluded that the studies do not indicate an association between silicone breast implants and connective-tissue disease, although the Tufts analysis is focused primarily on silicone gel implants rather than all breast implants.

Since the overlap in studies is so substantial for the IOM and NEJM reviews, we will focus on those studies first. A careful review of the 22 studies that were included in the IOM report and/or the meta-analysis reveals that most of those studies have a number of major flaws. The accuracy of any report, meta-analysis, or review depends on the quality of the studies included in that analysis but also on how contradictory findings are explained. However, the NEJM authors also made an unusual statistical decision: When the meta-analysis indicated that the Hennekens study was largely responsible for the significant increase in several diseases among women with breast implants, the authors excluded the Hennekens study from the meta-analysis. They
justified the exclusion on the basis of the fact that the diagnoses were self-reported, even though the patients making the reports were health professionals. The NEJM authors then focused on the lack of statistically significant findings of the meta-analysis when the Hennekens study was excluded, and concluded that implants did not cause disease.

Because the NEJM meta-analysis was prepared for Judge Pointer as part of a major law suit, the decision to exclude the Hennekens study has enormous implications for patients. It made it impossible for implanted women who developed autoimmune diseases or CTDs to be compensated or to have their health insurance policies pay for explant surgery. And yet, when we scrutinized these 22 studies, we found numerous studies with much greater flaws than the Hennekens study.

Here are the shortcomings of the 22 studies:

- Twelve studies compared women with specified CTD to women without, to determine if more women with CTD had breast implants. In most of these studies, between 1-10 women had breast implants, making it impossible to determine if implants cause disease.
- Four studies cited were not published in peer-reviewed journals. Instead they were papers presented at scientific meetings or unpublished doctoral dissertations, with limited information on methodology available to evaluate the validity of the study designs.
- Of the 22 studies, only three evaluated the symptoms frequently reported by breast implant patients, such as joint or muscle pain, chronic fatigue, mental confusion, or general body pain.
- Two of the 19 studies that excluded symptoms evaluated diagnoses based on hospitalization, not outpatient treatment. This is an enormous flaw, since few women who were healthy enough to undergo cosmetic surgery are likely to be hospitalized for CTD or autoimmune diseases unless the disease has progressed for many years.
- Only one of the studies required patients to undergo a comprehensive medical exam as part of the research, as well as including patient-reported health issues.
- At least six of the studies included women who had implants for a year or less. Unfortunately, most of the studies did not include information about the minimum number of years the women had implants, the number of years of exposure would obviously influence the development of symptoms or diseases. Symptoms or diseases might also be more likely after a silicone gel implant ruptures and leaks, which usually occurs after 7-10 years. Therefore, a well-designed study would include women who had implants for at least 7-10 years. Only one of the 10 cohort studies included women who had implants for an average of 10 years or more.
- Most of the studies did not evaluate mastectomy patients separately to determine if the results were relevant to them.
- Almost all of the samples are too small to study these relatively rare diseases, and thus, have limited power to detect increases in the rates of disease, even increases as large as 50-200 percent.
- In at least one of the studies, women were included in study even if they had their breast implants removed shortly after they got them. The majority of the studies failed to mention whether women who were identified by medical records as having implants still had them throughout the years that their data were analyzed. Those omissions potentially
bias the findings because women who had implants removed do not have the same amount of exposure as women who have implants continuously.

- The funding of most of these studies involved financial conflicts of interest. At least 10 of the 22 studies were funded by Dow Corning or the authors had served as paid expert witnesses defending Dow or another implant company. At least one of the studies was funded by the Plastic Surgery Foundation, which receives support from implant manufacturers and at least 3 other studies were conducted by plastic surgeons who were studying patients treated at their practice or Department.

The following summaries include basic information, including methodological shortcomings, about the studies included in the three key reports that concluded that breast implants do not cause autoimmune or connective tissue disease (CTD). The first 20 summaries are for the studies included in the often-quoted meta-analysis published in the New England Journal of Medicine. Fifteen of these studies were also included in the Institute of Medicine report and 9 of these studies (Burns et al, 1996, Edworthy et al, 1998, Friis et al, 1997, Gabriel et al, 1994, Giltay et al, 1994, Nyrén et al, 1998, Park et al, 1998, Schusterman et al. 1993, and Wells et al, 1994) were also a focus of the Tufts analysis that has been cited by the FDA as proof that breast implants do not cause autoimmune problems or CTD.

Unless otherwise noted, the following 20 studies that were included in the meta-analysis were also included in the IOM report and Tufts report.

**Cohort Studies in the Meta-Analysis**

Cohort studies compare women with breast implants to a group of women who are similar in terms of age, race, and health who did not have breast implants.

**A Clinical Study of the Relationship between Silicone Breast Implants and Connective Tissue Disease (Edworthy et al. 1998)**

This study included 1576 Canadian breast augmentation patients and 727 women with classic connective-tissue disease were evaluated based on medical records; patients were not directly examined. The average length of times with implants was 13.5 years; no minimum number of years was stated.

Women with breast implants were 44% more likely to have a diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis (relative risk: 1.44), but that difference was not statistically significant. When interviewed about their health, women with implants were significantly more likely to have difficulty solving thought problems, have numbness in their extremities, muscle pain, headache, and hand pain. The analysis was measured by relative risk however, those symptoms were not included in the meta-analysis.
**Connective Tissue Disease and Other Rheumatic Conditions Following Breast Implants in Denmark (Friis et al. 1997)**

This study included 2,570 Danish augmentation or reconstruction patients compared to 11,023 women who underwent breast reduction or mastectomy without implants. Only women who were hospitalized with classic connective-tissue disease or with “other and ill-defined rheumatic conditions” were diagnosed. The average length of times with implants was 7 years for reconstruction and 8 years for augmentation; women who had implants for less than one year were included.

According to the authors, the study had only limited power to detect an increased risk of any specific connective-tissue disease. The authors found an increase in rheumatic complaint in all of the groups and therefore concluded that breast surgery increases the risk of connective-tissue disease, and that the implants themselves do not cause connective-tissue disease.

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

**Risks of Connective-Tissue Diseases and Other Disorders after Breast Implantation (Gabriel et al. 1994)**

This study included 749 Minnesota augmentation or reconstruction patients who received some treatment at the Mayo Clinic, compared to 1,498 women served by the Mayo Clinic around the same time but who did not have breast implants, some of whom had undergone mastectomies. Diagnoses of classic connective-tissue diseases, Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, cirrhosis, or sarcoidosis were based on medical records. The average length of times with implants was 8 years; women who had implants for less than one year were included.

Women with breast implants had a 35% higher rate of arthritis, which was not statistically significant (relative risk: 1.35). Morning stiffness was 81% higher for implant patients, which was significantly higher than for women without implants (relative risk: 1.81). The authors estimated that they would need to have studied 62,000 women with implants for an average of 10 years to detect a substantial increase in rare diseases such as scleroderma.

This study was funded by the Plastic Surgery Educational Foundation.

**Silicone Breast Prostheses and Rheumatic Symptoms: A Retrospective Follow Up Study (Giltay et al. 1994)**

This study included 235 implant patients, only 56 of whom were reconstruction patients, compared to 210 women who had undergone other cosmetic surgery not involving silicone. Rheumatic complaints, use of anti-rheumatic drugs, and medical consultations regarding rheumatic symptoms were asked in a patient questionnaire; for those reporting rheumatic symptoms, a rheumatologist made an assessment of the likelihood of a rheumatic disease. The average length of times with implants was 6.5 years; the minimum was 2 years.
Women with silicone breast implants reported significantly more rheumatic complaints than controls, but there was no evidence of increased prevalence of common rheumatic diseases, such as fibromyalgia, rheumatoid arthritis, or Sjögren’s disease. Augmentation and reconstruction patients were not evaluated separately.

This study was conducted by plastic surgeons and apparently included their own patients.

**Self-Reported Breast Implants and Connective-Tissue Diseases in Female Health Professionals (Hennekens et al. 1996)**

This study included 10,830 augmentation or reconstruction patients compared to more than 380,000 other women; all were health professionals. Classic connective-tissue disease or mixed connective tissue disease were self-reported. The average length of times with implants was not provided but ranged from 1 year to more than 10.

Implant patients had a 25% higher rate of connective-tissue disease, whether they were reconstruction or augmentation patients (relative risk: 1.25). This was statistically significant, and the researchers concluded that there is a small increased risk of connective-tissue disease among women with implants. Although it is a cohort study, this study was analyzed with case-control and cross-sectional studies in the meta-analysis because information about the disease and the patient’s exposure to silicone breast implants was gathered at the same time.

This is one of the very few Dow-funded studies that reported an increase in connective tissue diseases.

**The significant findings in this large study resulted in the NEJM meta-analysis concluding that breast implants were associated with several CTDs.** The NEJM authors then excluded the Hennekens et al findings from the meta-analysis and concluded that breast implants do not increase the risk of CTD.

This study was not analyzed in the Tufts report.

**Risk of Connective Tissue Disease and Related Disorders Among Women with Breast Implants: A Nation-Wide Retrospective Cohort Study in Sweden (Nyren et al. 1998)**

This study included 7,442 Swedish augmentation or reconstruction patients compared to 3,352 women who underwent breast reduction. Only women who were hospitalized with classic connective-tissue disease or “related disorders” were diagnosed. The average length of times with implants was 6 for reconstruction and 10 for augmentation; women who had implants for at least one month were included.

According to the authors, the study had only limited power to detect an increased risk of any rare connective-tissue disease, such as scleroderma. The authors found a 10% increase in connective-tissue disease for women with breast implants and 30% increase for breast reduction patients, in both cases compared to the general population. They concluded that breast surgery rather than
implants causes the increase and concluded “no evidence of an association between breast implants and connective tissue disease.”

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

**Silicone Gel-Filled Breast Implants and Connective Tissue Diseases (Park et al. 1998)**

This study included 317 Scottish implant patients, 207 of whom were reconstruction patients, compared to 419 women who had undergone other outpatient cosmetic surgery or were from the maternity ward. Women were interviewed and received a medical examination to determine signs and symptoms of connective tissue disease. The average length of times with implants was 6 years for reconstruction patients and 5 years for augmentation patients; no minimum was specified.

Because the sample size was so small, the authors acknowledge that a health risk would have to exceed 320% for reconstruction patients and 1600% for augmentation patients in order to be statistically significant. The fact that many of the women had implants for a relatively short period of time also undermines the credibility of the results, as does the fact that this study is conducted by plastic surgeons apparently studying their own patients.

**Silicone Breast Implants and the Risk of Connective-Tissue Diseases and Symptoms (Sanchez-Guerrero et al. 1995)**

This study included 1,183 augmentation and reconstruction patients, compared to 86,318 other women; all were participants in the U.S. Nurses’ Health study who completed questionnaires asking whether they had breast implants and whether they had any classic connective-tissue diseases. Women with milder or atypical cases were excluded. The average length of times with implants was 10 years (see below for problems with that statistic), and the minimum amount of time with implants was one month.

According to the authors, the study does not exclude small health risks of implants that would be of public health importance. The study was designed to minimize “reporting bias” of health problems by implant patients by excluding any health problems diagnosed after May 1990, which was six months before the major media coverage of implant problems. The researchers did not minimize bias in the opposite direction; for example, they included women who only had implants for one month as well as women who reported having breast implants since 1952 to 1961, although breast implants had not yet been invented. For a random sample of 100 women, they verified whether the women had breast implants by looking at her medical records.

This study was not analyzed in the Tufts article.

**Incidence of Autoimmune Disease in Patients after Breast Reconstruction with Silicone Gel Implants vs. Autogenous Tissue: A Preliminary Report (Schusterman et al. 1993)**

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)
This study included 250 reconstruction patients with implants compared to 353 women who underwent breast reconstruction with autogenous tissue. Patients were considered to have rheumatic disease if they had been seen by a physician who made the diagnosis on clinical grounds with corroborating laboratory evidence and had prescribed therapy. Only one woman with CTD was diagnosed in each group, but the number of patients was too small, and the length of follow-up was too short to be meaningful. The authors state that the report must be considered preliminary because the onset of autoimmune disorders could occur two to 21 years after implantation. Also, important to note that Friis et al and Nyren et al each concluded that any breast surgery patient would be at increased risk for an autoimmune disease.

This study was conducted by plastic surgeons apparently studying their own patients.

**The Health Status of Women Following Cosmetic Surgery (Wells et al. 1994)**

This study included 222 Florida augmentation and reconstruction patients, compared to 80 women who underwent other cosmetic surgery. Women completed questionnaires that asked about 23 symptoms as well as the diagnosis of classic connective tissue diseases; unfortunately, more than half the women contacted did not participate. The women reported having implants for an average of 4 years, with no minimum reported.

The women with implants averaged 10 years younger than the other cosmetic surgery patients. Tender and swollen glands under the arm were seven times as likely in implanted women. Symptoms that were more frequent in implanted women but did not achieve statistical significance were: easily tired, muscle pain, swollen and tender glands in the neck, change in hand color with cold, weight gain, swollen and painful joints, and general stiffness. Arthritis was present in 5% of implanted women and 3% of controls. One implanted woman reported Raynaud’s disease; none of the women reported having scleroderma or lupus. The authors acknowledged that the small sample size could explain why the differences did not achieve statistical significance.

**Case-Control or Cross-Sectional Studies in the Meta-Analysis**

These studies compare women suffering from a particular disease (cases) to those who are healthy (controls) and determine whether breast implants are more common in the ill women.

Burns, Lacey, and Laing were co-authors that each were listed as first author of a study that was not peer reviewed.

**The Epidemiology of Scleroderma Among Women: Assessment of Risk from Exposure to Silicone and Silica (Burns et al. 1996)**
This study compared 274 Michigan women with scleroderma to 1,184 identified by random digit dialing who were matched by age, race, and geography. Medical information for the scleroderma patients were based on medical records, and for controls based on telephone interviews (accuracy of breast implant reporting was found to be 94%).

This small study revealed a nonsignificant 30% increased risk of scleroderma for women with silicone gel breast implants and the same risk for women with silicone chin implants. The increased risk was slightly higher but still nonsignificant for other silicone implants, such as shunts and artificial joints. In contrast, there was a statistically significant increase in scleroderma for women exposed to silicone through their jobs, suggesting that silicone exposure may be associated with scleroderma.

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

This study was not included in the Tufts published article.

**Silicone Breast Implants and Risk for Rheumatoid Arthritis. (Dugowson et al. 1992)**

This study compared 300 women with rheumatoid arthritis to 1,456 other women matched on age. All women completed a questionnaire asking if they had breast implants. They reported no link between RA and implants, but the sample is very small, and information is lacking about the research methods or analyses. The results were reported at a scientific meeting in the form of an abstract that was not peer reviewed.

This study was not analyzed in the IOM study or the Tufts report.

**Scleroderma and Augmentation Mammoplasty — A Casual Relationship? (Englert et al. 1996)**

This study compared 287 Australian women with scleroderma to 371 women who had visited randomly selected general practitioners. Women were interviewed by telephone. This small study revealed no increased likelihood that women with scleroderma reported having silicone breast implants, although the authors acknowledged that the study lacked the power to detect an increased risk if it were lower than 150-200%. The implant data were provided by the women and most were verified by plastic surgeons.

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

This study was not analyzed in the Tufts report.

**Breast Implants, Rheumatoid Arthritis, and Connective Tissue Diseases in a Clinical Practice (Goldman et al. 1995)**

Instead of comparing sick women to healthy women, all of the women in this study were patients in a rheumatology practice. They compared 721 Atlanta women with connective tissue disease
Tissue (CTD) to 3,508 Atlanta women with other rheumatology complaints, and medical records determined that 1.7% of the CTD women had implants compared to 3.9% of the other rheumatology patients. However, the women who had breast implants were significantly younger than those who did not have implants. The authors acknowledged that since the study took place in the practice of a single clinician, there is the potential for referral or selection bias. Also, many patients were seen for only a single assessment, and the researchers acknowledged that losing women to follow up could have resulted in a selection bias.

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

This study was not analyzed in the Tufts report.

Lack of Association Between Augmentation Mammoplasty and Systemic Sclerosis (Scleroderma) (Hochberg et al. 1996)66

This study compared 837 Pittsburgh women with scleroderma to 2,507 women who were identified by random dialing and matched for age and race. Women with scleroderma completed a self-administered questionnaire and the other women were interviewed by telephone. This study revealed no increased likelihood that women with scleroderma reported having silicone breast implants, although the authors acknowledged that the study lacked the power to detect an increased risk. The implant data were unverified.

At least one of the authors of this study was paid as an expert witness for an implant manufacturer prior to publication.

This study was not analyzed in the Tufts report.

Reply to Letter: Epidemiology of Scleroderma Among Women: Assessment of risk from exposure to silicone and silica. (Lacey et al 1997)67

This study of 189 Ohio women with scleroderma and 1,043 healthy women was briefly described in a letter to the editor in the Journal of Rheumatology. It was not peer-reviewed, which is why this is one of the 5 studies included in the meta-analysis that were not included in the IOM report. In a telephone interview, researchers asked women who were diagnosed with scleroderma about their exposure to silicone (including silicone gel breast implants) and compared the likelihood with similarly aged controls. One case and 10 controls reported having silicone breast implants. In addition to the information about implants being unverified and the lack of information about the study design and analysis, this study lacks the statistical power to determine if women with scleroderma are more likely to have breast implants.

This study was not analyzed in the IOM report or Tufts report.

The Association Between Silicone Exposure and Undifferentiated Connective Tissue Disease Among Women in Michigan and Ohio (Laing et al. 1996)68
The results of this study of 206 women with undifferentiated connective tissue disease and 2,239 controls. In a telephone interview, researchers asked women with undifferentiated connective-tissue disease about their silicone exposure and compared the exposure with similarly aged controls. The authors state that women with undifferentiated connective-tissue disease were significantly more likely to report having all types of implanted devices, including breast implants, artificial joints, pacemakers, and non-CNS shunts. Although women with scleroderma were 127% more likely to report having breast implants, that specific difference was not statistically significant. These results were reported on a non-peer-reviewed abstract from a conference.

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

This study was not analyzed in the IOM report or Tufts report.

**Breast Silicone Implants and Risk of Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (Strom et al. 1994)**

The very small study based on phone interviews with 133 Philadelphia women with lupus and 100 friends of those patients included only one lupus patient with implants and none among their friends. The authors then compared the lupus women to a control group from another study and reported an odds ratio of 4.5 (a 450% increase). However, the results are meaningless because the study lacked statistical power.

This study was not analyzed in the Tufts report.

**A Population-Based Case-Control Study of Risk Factors for Connective Tissue Diseases (Teel et al. 1997)**

This non-peer-reviewed doctoral dissertation included 427 Washington state women with connective tissue diseases and 1,577 other women matched on age and race. Only 6 of the 427 women had breast implants and there was no statistically significant difference in this study, which was too small to draw conclusions. No information about the study design is publicly available.

This study was not analyzed in the IOM report or Tufts report.

**Silicone Breast Implants and the Risk of Fibromyalgia and Rheumatoid Arthritis (Wolfe et al. 1995)**

This study was described in a non-peer-reviewed abstract from a conference. It compared 533 Kansas patients with fibromyalgia and 637 with rheumatoid arthritis to 479 with osteoarthritis and 655 women randomly selected from the general population and statistically adjusted for age. Only 14 women reported having breast implants, the differences were not statistically significant, and the study lacked statistical power to draw conclusions. The information on whether the women had implants was self-reported and unverified. Patients were asked to fill out
questionnaires asking if they had breast implants and the healthy controls were questioned on the telephone.

This study was not analyzed in the IOM report or Tufts report.

**Additional Studies in the IOM Report**

Of the 17 articles in the IOM report, 15 were also in the NEJM meta-analysis (see above) and two were not.

Both were co-authored by Michael Weisman, who was acknowledged as serving as an expert witness defending implant companies in litigation. Those two articles are as follows:

**Connective-Tissue Disease Following Breast Augmentation: A Preliminary Test of the Human Adjuvant Disease Hypothesis. (Weisman et al, 1988)**

One-third (125) of augmentation patients from a private practice agreed to participate in a study based on a survey asking about health-related issues since the surgery, including joint pain or lupus. There was no control group. All 38 women who replied “yes” were interviewed on the phone; 16 were thought to have a localized condition. Only the 22 who were thought to have a systemic inflammatory disease were asked and agreed to a medical visit. Three were diagnoses with fibromyalgia and since none were diagnosed with classic RA, lupus, scleroderma, or other CTDs, the authors concluded that there is no evidence that implants cause CTD. However, they acknowledge that the study was too small to conclusively identify a 10-fold or even 100-fold increase of rare diseases such as scleroderma.

**Breast Implants in Patients with Differentiated and Undifferentiated Connective Tissue Disease (Williams et al, 1997)**

Of 410 patients enrolled in a study of patients with early-onset CTD, 323 were women. Most have had signs and symptoms that satisfied criteria for RA, lupus, scleroderma, or polymyositis/dermatomyositis (PM/DM). The rest had undifferentiated disease. Women were asked if they had breast implants; only 3 reported having breast implants, 2 of which were prior to CTD. The authors admit several shortcomings of the study and also conclude that due to the lack of statistical power of this study, it could not identify any increase in CTD due to implants that was under 300%.

Neither of these two articles was included in the Tufts analysis.
Additional Studies from the 2016 Tufts Report Prepared with FDA Guidance

When the FDA determined that the 10-year studies they had required of Mentor and Inamed had lost between 50-80% of the patients in just the first few years, it became clear that there was no point in completing them. The FDA apparently decided to instead rely on a systematic review funded by the Plastic Surgery Foundation, which was in turn funded by the three-major breast implant manufacturers and written by scientists from Tufts’ Medical Center.53 The report’s Advisory Board included representatives from the implant manufacturers, plastic surgeons, and the FDA; the one women’s health advocate was a non-scientist whose organization has received funding from implant manufacturers.

Like the IOM report and NEJM meta-analysis, this systematic review relies on industry-funded studies with substantial flaws. And while the report specifies when the studies do not have the statistical power to adequately determine if implants are associated with diseases or symptoms, the Tufts review fails to focus on other major flaws of the studies it includes it is analysis:

➢ **Studies that include women with implants for too short a period of time to develop a diagnosable disease.** At least 6 of the 22 studies summarized above and 3 of the studies summarized below included women who had implants for a year or less. Even when some of the women had implants for 5 years or more, it would be important to specify how many had implants for a period that is too short to develop a diagnosable disease. Nowhere in the 390-page report or the published summary is that shortcoming mentioned. Similarly, studies that relied on hospitalization for autoimmune or CTD diseases should not have been considered, since few women are hospitalized for CTD unless they have had the disease for a long time.

➢ **The number of years that women were “followed” was misreported.** For the Mentor and Allergan studies, for example, the Tufts report noted that women had been followed for 9 years. However, as previously noted, three out of four patients had dropped out long before 9 years, making an analysis of 9-year data meaningless. In fact, most Mentor patients dropped out within 3 years. The high drop-out rate was never mentioned by the Tufts researchers, and those studies were included in the analysis with no caveats about that major shortcoming.

Their analysis of 32 studies and over 50 publications rely on many studies that conclude that there is no evidence that implants cause CTD or autoimmune diseases, despite clear caveats that the studies have design flaws that make it impossible to draw conclusions about the link between implants and the symptoms that so many women with implants have been reporting.

A closer look at the 2016 review analysis reveals that despite having numerous studies showing a statistically significant risk of rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, Sjögren syndrome, Raynaud’s syndrome, and fibromyalgia among women with breast implants, the authors downplay this association. The authors conclude that there is inconclusive evidence to make a claim between breast implants and long-term health outcomes.

Below we will analyze the quality of the data of the other 12 studies of autoimmune and CTD symptoms or diseases that were included in the 2016 review from the past two decades, we see a similar pattern in terms of bias and poorly modeled study design. Looking more closely at the newer studies that focused exclusively on CTD and autoimmune disorders, it is apparent that the report relied on a small number of studies in addition to the older studies mentioned above, and that those studies had inconsistent findings. They include Berner et al 2002, Breiting et al 2004, Brinton et al 2004, Collado Delfa et al 1998, Fryzek et al 2001, Fryzek et al 2007, Kjöller et al 2004, Laing et al 2001, Lee et al 2011, Mentor post approval study, Oberto et al 1993, Rubin et al 2010.

**Comparative Examination of Complaints of Patients with Breast-Cancer With and Without Silicone Implants (Berner et al, 2002)**

This study compared 32 mastectomy patients with breast implants to 1,100 mastectomy patients without implants. Reconstruction patients were more likely to undergo radiation; most women in both groups did not take hormone treatment. The women completed questionnaires that asked about symptoms such as swelling, general pain, muscle pain, joint pain, numbness or tingling sensations in extremities, or dry eyes. The women had implants for an average of almost 7 years. Women with implants had statistically significant increases in fatigue (41% vs. 25%), insomnia (47% to 38%), depression (34% to 20%), numbness/tingling (59% vs. 38%) and swelling of fingers (31% vs. 13%). The authors noted that these were symptoms rather than diagnosed diseases and were not able to categorize the symptoms as a diagnosis for any classic connective tissue disorders and therefore concluded that middle aged women have the types of symptoms evaluated whether or not they have breast implants. This study was funded by Dow Corning.

**Long-Term Health Status of Danish Women with Silicone Breast Implants (Breiting et al 2004)**

This study compared 190 Danish women with breast augmentation to 186 women with breast reduction and 149 women from the general population. The women had implants for an average of 19 years, according to their medical records. The women underwent a clinical exam, had a blood test, and completed a questionnaire regarding weight and height, health habits, medication use, and symptoms and diseases such as allergies, hypertension, anemia, cancer, diabetes, connective tissue disorders, breast pain, cognitive symptoms, joint pain, muscle pain, skin rash, and hair loss. The researchers adjusted for BMI, smoking, alcohol, education, marital status, parity and age at first pregnancy.

Relative risk analysis indicated that women with more than two sets of breast implants had a 2-fold increased risk in cognitive symptoms, 4-fold increased risk of Raynaud-type symptoms, 3-fold increased risk of fatigue, a 6-fold increased risk for antidepressant use and a 6.6-fold
increased use of sedatives compared to women in the general population. Despite the dramatic and sometimes statistically significant differences for women with implants, the researchers conclude that, other than breast pain and capsular contracture, long-term use of silicone breast implants are not related to “other symptoms, diseases, or autoimmune reactivity.” They also conclude that the excess use of medications for depression and anxiety “may warrant further investigation.”

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

**Risk of Connective Tissue Disorders Among Breast Implant Patients. (Brinton et al 2004)**

This study compared 10,778 American women who underwent breast augmentation to 3,214 women who had other types of cosmetic surgery. The women completed questionnaires that asked about autoimmune diagnoses such as rheumatoid arthritis, scleroderma, lupus, Sjögren syndrome, other arthritis, Raynauds, fibromyalgia, vasculitis, chronic fatigue syndrome, and MS. All augmentation patients had implants for more than 20 years. The researchers reported that 5% of augmentation patients and 3% of the other cosmetic surgery patients reported a diagnosis of at least one of four major CTDs (rheumatoid arthritis, scleroderma, systemic lupus erythematosus, or Sjögren’s syndrome). They reported a statistically significant 100% increase for women with breast implants for scleroderma, Sjögren, and RA combined an increase as well 30% increased for RA alone.

**The Prevalence of Systemic Autoimmune Diseases in Women Reconstructed with Silicone Breast Implants after Mastectomy. A Comparative Study (Collado et al 1998)**

This study compared 81 mastectomy patients reconstructed with silicone breast implants with 72 women reconstructed with autologous tissue or who did not have reconstruction (N = 72). The average period of exposure to silicone was 4.4 years. A medical history, physical examination, general laboratory tests, level of antinuclear antibodies, antithyroid antibodies, and rheumatoid factor were performed on each woman. In no case was connective tissue disease recognized, and the prevalence of the autoantibodies studied did not differ significantly between the two groups. As noted earlier, the follow-up of 4.4 years may have been too short and the number of women with implants was too small to provide definitive results.

**Self-Reported Symptoms Among Women After Cosmetic Breast Implant and Breast Reduction Surgery (Fryzek et al 2001)**

This study compared 1,546 Swedish women who underwent breast augmentation with allopathic breast implants to 2,496 women who had breast reduction surgery. Women who had connective tissue disease or cancer prior to surgery were excluded. The women completed questionnaires that asked about symptoms such as painful or swollen joints, burning eyes, mouth ulcers, muscle pain, tingling numbness, skin abnormalities, memory difficulties, hair loss, and unexplained fevers. All augmentation patients had implants for at least one year and ranging up to more than
18 years. Despite showing statistically significant increases in the reporting of 16 of the 28 symptoms by women with breast implants, and nonsignificant increases in most of the other symptoms, the authors concluded there is no relationship between the symptoms and breast implants because the symptoms did not vary according to “dose response” — the type, size, or number of years the women had implants.

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

**A Nationwide Study of Connective Tissue Disease and Other Rheumatic Conditions Among Danish Women with Long-Term Cosmetic Breast Implantation (Fryzek et al, 2007)**

This study is a 5-year extension of a previously published study (Kjoller et al 2001) and compares 2,761 Danish augmentation patients with 8,807 women who underwent breast reduction and other types of cosmetic surgeries, and also compares with general population data. The women completed questionnaires that asked about polymyositis, lupus, scleroderma, and Sjögren syndrome, and reported diagnoses were verified in medical records. Augmentation patients had implants for at least one year and for an average of 13.4 years. Compared to the general population, they reported a statistically significant 90% increase in the reporting of “unspecified rheumatism” (fibromyalgia symptoms) among women with breast implants and a significant 50% increase among other cosmetic surgery patients. They also reported nonsignificant increases in RA, polymyositis, scleroderma, Sjögren’s, and fibromyalgia. The authors conclude that there is no association between breast implants and connective tissues diseases.

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

**Self-Reported Musculoskeletal Symptoms Among Danish Women with Cosmetic Breast Implants. (Kjøller et al 2004)**

This study compared 688 Danish women who underwent breast augmentation to 688 other cosmetic surgery patients of the same age from the same clinics, and 400 women from the general population. The women completed questionnaires that asked about symptoms that had lasted for at least 3 months since surgery, such as joint pain, muscle pain or weakness, abnormal skin tightness, or dry eyes. The implanted women had their implants for 0-24 months. Women with breast implants were more than twice as likely to report joint stiffness and finger swelling; these were statistically significant. Other symptoms were non-significantly higher or lower for women with breast implants. The women had implants for such a short period of time that any CTD or autoimmune symptoms would not be expected, and these results cannot be considered conclusive. However, the authors concluded that mild, moderate and severe rheumatic symptoms were less likely for women with breast implants compared to other cosmetic surgery patients.

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

**Women’s Health After Plastic Surgery (Englert et al, 2001)**
This study compared 458 Australian women who underwent breast augmentation to 687 women who had other kinds of cosmetic surgery such as abdominoplasty and rhinoplasty. The women completed questionnaires that asked about past surgical history, complications, and their subjective ranking of the influence of surgery on their health and body image. All women underwent a standardized clinical examination, as well as lab tests that were used to validate their self-reports. All augmentation patients had implants for at least 12-15 years. Women with implants were three times as likely to report rheumatoid arthritis developing in the years after surgery, but this difference is not statistically significant.

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

**Potential Risk Factors for Undifferentiated Connective Tissue Disease among Women: Implanted Medical Devices (Laing et al, 2001)**

This study compared 205 Midwestern women who had undifferentiated CTD and 2,095 randomly selected women without CTD to compare the percentage with breast implants or other types of implants. The women completed questionnaires that asked about Raynauds phenomenon, Sjögren syndrome, and joint pain. Duration of breast implantation was not mentioned. The researchers reported a statistically significant almost 3-fold increase in any type of silicone implants among women with CTD compared to the general population; the 2-fold increase in breast implants was not statistically significant. However, the CTD women also were more likely to have implants made without silicone, such as orthopedic screws. When the researchers replicated the study replacing undifferentiated CTD patients with 600 scleroderma patients, the increase in all types of implants, including those made without silicone, remained statistically significant for women with scleroderma.

This study was funded by Dow Corning.

**Prospective Cohort Study of Breast Implants and the Risk of Connective-Tissue Diseases (Lee et al, 2011)**

This study started with 3,950 American women with breast implants and 19,897 without. All had participated in the Women’s Health Study. Women with implants completed an additional questionnaire that asked about their implants, reporting that they had implants for a median of 17 years. All women who had reported a CTD in the Women’s Health Study were asked to complete another questionnaire focused on CTD, and that was completed by 91 women with breast implants and 287 women without breast implants. The researchers reported statistically significant increases in 3 CTDs for women with implants: a doubling (RR=2.23) in self-reported Sjögren’s syndrome, quadrupling in dermatomyositis/polymyositis, and a 76% increase in “other CTDs.” Women with implants were also more than twice as likely to report lupus, but that was not statistically significant. Efforts were made to confirm diagnoses using medical records, but that was not always possible. The researchers concluded that the data helped “exclude the likelihood of large increases in CTD risk associated with breast implants.”

This study was funded by Dow Corning.
Mentor Summary Basis of Decision (SBD) for Mentor MemoryGel CPG Breast Implants Cohesive III. Health Canada 2104.85

This report of Mentor data that the company submitted to Health Canada is based on a 10-year study of more than 41,000 augmentation, reconstruction, and revision patients with silicone gel breast implants. The 7-year follow-up data are provided but they do not mention that most of the women dropped out of the study prior to 7 years (80% drop-out according to other published sources). The report found a more than 6-fold increase in Sjogren’s syndrome, more than 3-fold increase in scleroderma, 56% increase in Rheumatoid arthritis, 43% increase in lupus, and 18% increase in fibromyalgia. The increases in Sjogren’s syndrome, scleroderma, and Rheumatoid arthritis were statistically significant. However, not all the diagnoses were confirmed, and limited information is available from this unpublished report.

Connectiviti autoimmuni e protesi mammarie: studio controllato sulle nostre pazienti sottoposte (Oberto et al 1993)79

This study included 102 mastectomy patients reconstructed with breast implants compared to 102 mastectomy patients without breast implants. They determined which women had confirmed diagnoses of Raynaud’s syndrome and rheumatoid arthritis. This small study included no women with Raynaud’s in either the implant or non-implant group and two women with rheumatoid arthritis in each group. This study was too small to draw conclusions about the impact of implants on these two diseases.

Health Characteristics of Postmenopausal Women with Breast Implants (Rubin et al 2010)83

The women in this observational study were from the Women’s Health Initiative observational study, conducted from 1993-98. Most of the 1,257 augmentation patients in the study had implant surgery more than 20 years prior to the study and they were compared to 86,686 women who did not have breast implant surgery. Women with a history of breast cancer were excluded. The women with implants had lower BMI and tended to be more physically active and healthier in terms of diabetes, heart disease, or cataracts; however, they were significantly likely to report a poorer emotional well-being and quality of life. They were more than twice as likely to have lupus (1.2% vs. 0.5%) but it was unknown if lupus preceded implants or developed after implants, and the diagnosis was not necessarily confirmed in medical records. Women with implants also reported higher depression scores and more likely to commit suicide (7% of deaths of women with implants compared to 0.4% in the control group.

In summary, the Tufts review relied heavily on industry-funded and plastic-surgery authored studies, many with substantial flaws. Although it included several studies indicating significant increases in autoimmune or CTD symptoms or diseases, the authors concluded that the evidence from those studies was outweighed by the studies that did not find a statistically significant association. The Tufts report stated that “For none of the outcomes was there sufficient evidence of an association” with breast implants.52 So although the report did not conclude that there was no evidence of an association, it downplayed the evidence that supported an association. It is important to note, however, that when the authors published a summary in a peer-reviewed
medical journal, they sounded more open-minded, concluding that “the evidence remains inconclusive about any association between silicone gel breast implants and long-term health outcomes. Better evidence is needed.”

**Conclusions**

Despite the controversies about autoimmune and CTD diseases, the evidence is quite consistent; women with implants tend to have increases in symptoms and diagnoses compared to similar women in the general population. Although the strength of these associations vary greatly, mostly between 22%-800%, that is not surprising given the differences in which diseases are studied and how they are studied. When patient-reported symptoms are evaluated rather than classic diagnoses, when studies with large numbers of women with implants for 7 years or more are included, and when women with implants are compared to similar women who did not have breast surgery or other types of implants, the associations tend to be stronger and statistically significant.

In order for patients to make informed decisions and the FDA to make policy decisions regarding the regulation and use of breast implants, we need objective studies undertaken by unbiased research teams. All studies have limitations, and studies that start with small numbers of patients, that include women with implants for too short period of time, or where most patients drop out (for whatever reason) before long-term data are collected are especially inadequate to evaluate the impact of implants on systemic diseases, whether cancer, autoimmune, or connective tissue diseases. The FDA is now emphasizing the use of device registries to provide post-market data on patients with breast implants and other types of implants, but device registries are focused on counting the number of surgeries rather than evaluating symptoms or other complications. The focus on surgeries and revision surgeries omits many of the outcomes that matter most to patients, and especially patients who may not have the financial resources to undergo additional surgeries. Instead, studies are needed of women with breast implants for at least 10 years, compared to similar women who did not undergo any type of breast surgery, evaluated in terms of specific autoimmune symptoms that the women are reporting when they say they have “breast implant illness.”
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